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Elevating vegetables from their humble origins

By T. Susan Chang, Globe Correspondent, 10/1/2003

A Passion for Vegetables: Simple and Inspired Recipes from Around the Globe, By Paul Gayler. The Lyons
Press, 173 pp., $19.95 paperback, $35 cloth

As more cooks realize that seasonal produce doesn't just belong on vegetarian menus,
vegetable cookbooks have been getting better.

One of the very best is the recently published ``A Passion for Vegetables,'' by Paul
Gayler, chef at the Lanesborough Hotel in London. The author of half a dozen books,
Gayler is not as well known on this side of the Atlantic, which is a shame. He deserves
a medal - if only for elevating vegetables from their humble, anonymous spot beside or
beneath a meat braise or roast.

The elegance of Gayler's recipes lies in their simplicity: Most don't have more than half a
dozen ingredients and most reference strong, established flavor combinations from a
wide array of world cuisines. Gayler, an artisan rather than an innovator, isn't setting out
to reinvent the wheel.

Saffron-braised potatoes with paprika showcase Gayler's uncanny aptitude for capturing
a culinary motif - this one from Spain - in a few gestures. Crisp cauliflower and broccoli
with walnut-fried rice is a notch less spartan than the Chinese stir-fry it clearly derives
from (though you would never see the combination of sesame oil, oyster sauce, and
butter in Asia, they partner surprisingly smoothly here). Gayler drapes stir-fried eggplant
in a hot coconut-milk sauce exploding with ginger and lime and a cascade of shredded
scallions.

A few dishes require more patience than skill. After a couple of hours of blanching,
marinating, roasting, and toasting radicchio with pancetta and raisins, the dish settles
into a luscious, satisfying contrast of crisp and soft textures. Zucchini stuffed with fresh
goat cheese under a bright yellow tomato sauce is heightened by lots of aromatic herbs.
Jerusalem artichoke souffle resolves the paradox of a delicate flavor trapped in a dense
tuber. It is released in a puff of egg.

Interspersed among the recipes - for those who like to read cookbooks, too - are brief,
insightful essays on roots and tubers, shoots and thistles, fungi, and squashes. There's
even a section on vegetable-inspired desserts, such as pumpkin beignets and corn ice
cream. Whether vegetables belong on the dessert buffet may remain a matter of taste,
but Gayler has shown that they can hold their own at the center of the table.
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